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ABSTRACT

We discuss t he complications t h a t a r i s e in t he appl ica t ion of Nelson's

s tochas t i c quant iza t ion scheme to c l a s s i c a l Proca f i e l d . One cons is tent way

to obtain spin-one massive s tochast ic f ie ld i s given. I t i s found tha t the

resu l t of Guerra e t al on the connection between ground s t a t e s tochast ic f ie ld

and the corresponding Euclidean-Markov f ie ld extends to the spin-one case.
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I . UTTHODUCTIOH

1 2 3The vork of Nelson * and others on the stochastic interpretation of

quantum theory has given a precise mathematical relationship betveen the theory

of stochastic processes of Markov type and non-relativlstic quantum mechanics.

This formulation, nov known as stochastic mechanics, can be considered as an

alternative way of quantizing dynamical systems based on the Brownian motion

processes satisfying stochastic differential equation of Ito type that are

commonly used in statistical mechanics and control theory .

During the past fifteen years various attempts to extend stochastic

mechanics to more general dynamical systems have been carried out. Por

example the extension to Incorporate spin into stochastic mechanics waa con-

sidered by Dankel , Caubet and more recently by Guerra and his collaborators''.

Several authors have studied relativistic stochastic mechanics using different
9-li 5

approaches . Dankel initiated the generalization of stochastic mechanics

in Hiemannian manifold, vhich vas further developed by Dohrn and Guerra .

However the most interesting development in stochastic mechanics is its

extension to stochastic field theory - the study concerning the stochastic

quantization of classical systems vlth Infinite degrees of freedom. Thl3

vas first studied by Guerra and Euggiero who have obtained an interesting

but rather unexpected result which provides a link between stochastic field

theory and Euclidean field theory. They found that the ground state stochastic

field obtained by applying Nelson's stochastic quantization scheme to the real

classical Klein-Gordon scalar field coincides with the Euclidean-Markov field

obtained froai the analytic continuation of the corresponding relativistic
17

field to Euclidean space-imaginary time . This result allows one to Inter-

prete the four-dimensional manifold on vhich the Markov field ia defined as

the physical Hiakovski space-time, in contrast to the Euclidean space-time as

It was thought previously. According to this interpretation it is possible

to provide a direct physical meaning to the Euclidean-Markov field vhich other-

vise has been considered Just as a useful mathematical tool lacking any direct

connection to the physical world. Thus stochastic field theory provides a

natural framework for understanding the physical significance of the

powerful probabilistic methods employed in the Euclidean formulation of

quantum field theory. In fact one can even consider the "Euclidean revolution"

which took place In constructive field theory during the last decade as the

"stochastic revolution". (For a more detailed account of stochastic mechanics

and stochastic field theory aee the excellent review by Guerra18,
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The main purpose of this paper is to consider the possibility of

extending the nice result obtained 'by Guerra and Huggiero to higher spin bosons

with non-zero mass. Such a generalization was in i t ia l ly thought to be a

straightforward matter. However some doubts vere raised recently concerning

the existence of higher spin stochastic boson fields * . We shall study

in some detail the stochastic quantization of classical Proca field to i l l u s -

t ra te the problems involved in the theory of higher spin stochastic fields.

Our result indicates that one possible way of obtaining massive spin-one

stochastic field is to apply Helson's stochastic quantization scheme to only

the independent field components which correspond to the spin polarization
21states. A result analogous to that of stochastic electromagnetic field

holds also for spin-one massive field which can "be considered as a generaliz-
ation of the result of Guerra and Ruggiero.

In section II we recall some basic facts about stochastic quantization
scheme of Nelson and the mathematical notions required for a proper formul-
ation of stochastic field theory will also be iatroduced. Section I I I contains
a discussion on some of the difficulties that exist in the stochastic quantiz-
ation of higher spin f ields, with particular reference to Proca field. A
consistent stochastic quantization of spin-one massive field in terms of
second-rank antisymmetric tensor field i s considered in section IV, and some
of i t s properties are discussed in section V.

I I . STOCHASTIC QUANTIZATION SOME BASIC FACTS

In t h i s sect ion we introduce some basic notions of s tochas t ic

mechanics, together with some concepts of non-standard analysis required for

a rigorous formulation of s tochas t ic f i e ld theory.

The bas ic idea of Kelson's s tochas t ic quantizat ion scheme can be

I l l u s t r a t e d c l ea r ly by using the example of a c l a s s i c a l system with H

independent harmonic o s c i l l a t o r s . The Lagrangian of the system i s

with the equation of motion

ft) 9 (t) (2)

-3-

The fundamental assumption in Nelson's stochastic quantization scheme requires

that a l l the configuration variables

stochastic processes of Markov type
22

ferent ia l equation

°f the system be promoted to

» satisfying I t o ' s stochastic dlf-

where the different ia ls of Wiener processes dW ( t ) are assumed to be

independent of Q_(s) f o r s ^ t , and with mean zero and covariance

and BQ
+) (Q,t) = D ( t ) V t > -

defined by
denotes the mean forward derivatives

(5a)

with E the conditional expectation with respect to the o-algebra generated
t

t>y ^L^)" n = l i . . . . H. One can also define the mean backward derivative

in a similar manner:

(5b)

For the harmonic osci l lators ,

(6)

The second basic assumption in stochastic mechanics i3 that Newton's

second law holds in the following form:

f \X> C7)



Note that equation (T) is Just the stochastic version of the equation of motion

(2). The ground state stochastic oscillator processes are obtained as solutions

to equation (3), which determine uniquely the Gaussian processes with the mean

and covariance given by

= *
(8)

Per the stochastic quantization of classical field i t is necessary to

deal with infinite dimensional stochastic processes. The usual method is to

consider the Fourier decomposition of the field in question, and associate

its Fourier coefficients vith an infinite system of stochastic harmonic

oscillator processes. This procedure can be treated in a rigorous vay by
23applying the technique of non-standard analysis , which was first applied to

Etochastic field theory by Yasue .

Let IF be a free ultrafilter on natural number IS- Denote by * D
the ultraproduct ^g^^t t h e quotient space of \ t ^ a with respect to
the equivalence relation "" :

(9)

with a =

]belonging to n
aE£p-

 L e t [a. ]**~E denote the equivalent class which

contains a. Then • E is a linear space over ultrareal field • IR = II Ji/F;

it becomes a ultra Euclidean space if it is equipped with the following inner

product

n>=
The notion of real-valued function on d-dimensional Euclidean space

IR can be extended to * P d in the following way. Let *f(Bd) be the
Schwartz space of test functions, and {e } _ C < OR ) be a complete
orthonormal system in the Hilbert space of a^uare-integrable function L flH ).
Each [a ] e*E defines an unique *TR-valued function <f> on 3R in * E :

Yasue called the space of a l l such $ Kavabata space, denoted ty *K . For

any t» i|i E *K one can introduce the inner product

Therefore *K is homeomorphie to • E. Local differentiation and integration

can be defined for each + E *K as followst

?
and

hElT

(13a)

(13b)

Now we are ready to define stochaBtic field in • E. Let (^(t) again

be the stochastic oscillator processes of Markov type Introduced earlier.

Using a fansily of such oscillator processes ^ Q ^ t t ) ^ ^ one can construct a

generalized random field T in • E( R 3 ) :

- [Z
where {e (x)} JZ <f ( E 3 )C .Tf{ E2) is a complete orthonormal system of

n Be*
real generalized eigenfunctions of the three-dimensional Laplacian operator
- * 2
A = I 37
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-p are the eigenvalues of 4, and

J (16)

From our definition we can show that *(x, t) satisfies the stochastic
25

differential equation of white noise type :

M + 6(*,t) (IT)

where B(x. t) = Z — • " — e (x) is the generalised vhite noise {to be con-
n dt n

sidered as tempered distribution in ^ ' ( K )) with mean zero and covariance

If we let a ~ p + m , then the solution to equation (lit) vith appropriate

boundary conditions determines an unique generalized Gaussian random field

with mean zero and eovariance

(19)

where f, g e A = 3? and x = {i , t ) . If ve le t t = 1,
equation (19) coincides with the two-point Schvinger function of Euclidean-

Markov field, hence the result of Guerra and Huggiero .

III. PROBLEMS IH STOCHASTIC VECTOR FIELD

Some complications arise in the generalization of Selson's stochastiz-
ation scheme to higher spin boson fields with non-zero mass. These problems
can be discussed by considering the case of spin-one field. Let $ {x, t ) ,
y = 0, 1, 2, 3 be the real classical Proca field in Minkowski space-time

SE B , t 6 1R. The field equation for is given by

-7-

where the Minfeowski metric is taken to be g
3 A

wv (+i, - i , _it _x)
3 - A. Equation (20) can be decomposed into the Klein-Gordon equation

( D = 0 (21a)

and the divergenceless subsidiary condition

(21b)

The Lagrangian density which gives rise to equation (2°) (or equations 21a,b}
can be expressed in the following form:

(22)

Assume that Nelson's stochastic quantization scheme can be applied to
the vector field $ in the same manner as in the scalar case. Consider the
Fourier decomposition

(23)

where the Fourier coefficients

oscillators, {en(x)} = {

of real vector eigenfunctions of 4.

require respectively

are again an infinite system of harmonic

B3)8lR Is a complete orthonormal system

Completeness and normalization conditions

Z a) =



and

J (25)

To obtain stochastic vector field, denoted by T (x, t ) , we promote

all <L(t) to the Markov oscillator processes Q_(t), such that

is a four-vector valued random process in

f by solving the

white noiee type;

). Again one can obtain

f by solving the linear nonhomogeneous stochastic differential equation of

T
(27)

where 6 (x, t) is the vector-valued generalized vhite noise defined by

with mean zero and covariance

(28)

Here we disregard the positive (semi) definiteness of the covariance, which
will be discussed later on. Sow introduce the contraction semigroup

1^ = 3^© t~?/0 (30)

with IM-CT

then, the solution of equation (27) is

/*

-9-

r (31)

Its mean and covariance are

(32a)

By choosing -•= We g e t

- 0 (33a)

where p = (p , p, ) e JB with p
It

Zl p. and p . ( x - x ' ) = p . (x - x ' )

Plift - t ' ) , and d p i s the Lebesque measure on IB . I f we l e t t = x. ,

= 1 , and S(x ~ x') be the two-point Schwinger function for scalar massive

m" 3field, then the right hand side of equation (33b) becomes (-g -m" 3 3 )

S(i - x') which is a "hybrid" of a Minkowskian and an Euclidean quantity.

It is not positive semidefinite (note that a1*? )* 0) hence i t does not

define a Gaussian process. Thus we cannot obtain a well-defined stochastic

vector field by a direct application of stochastic quantization procedure of

Nelson to classical Proca field.

One simple way to resolve the above difficulty, as far as the

positive-definiteness of the covariance is concerned, is to replace fu(*. t )
?« t ) , J « 1, 2, 3, with i J Q . applying Helson's stochastic

quantization scheme to f. (5, t) in the same way as before, i t is found that
the mean of the stochastic vector field 1,(x, t ) remains zero but its

J
covariaiice becomes

-10-



•J

which coincides with the two-point Schwinger function of the Euclidean Proea

field ' if we put -fi = 1 and t = Xv. It appears that we have recovered

the nice result of Guerra and Ruggiero, with the ground state stochastic

Proea field identical vith the Euclidean Proca field if x^ is taken to be

the physical tiae t.

However a closer examination of the properties of f,(x, t) reveals
J

some inconsistencies. First we note that the replacement of § by f, i s

similar to the- step taken in the construction of Euclidean Proca field, in

addition to the usual analytic continuation to pure imaginary time. Thus

such a stochastization proaedure leads to complete euclideanlzation. As a

result t, does not satisfy the divergenceless condition. If we denote the

eovariance by S fe(x - x
1) = (5,k - nf^S,^) S(x - x'), then

,(35)

This can be viewed as a consequence of (-A + m ) S (x - x1) = <S(x - x'), in

contrast t o the r e l a t i v i s t i c field where (D + m2) W (x - x1) = 0 (W(x - x '}

denotes two-point Wlghtman function), together with (-g - m'̂ 3 3 )

guarantee that 311 $ - 0. Therefore 1 does not describe just the spin-
" J

one f ie ld , i t also includes a spin-zero component which cannot be eliminated
as E » ! f 0.

J J J

The situation becomes even more complicated if the above approach

is used for tensor field3. Take the case of rank-two tensor field $ , the

mere replacement of § by V does not preserve tracelessness condition.

As a result of this the eovariance of * is not positive semidefinite.

Additional terms need to be added to recover tracelessness, {hence positive-

semidefiniteness) of f,v. The situation is Just like that in the

construction of Euclidean tensor field . Therefore the additional assump-

tion that stochaatization would result in complete euclideanization does not

offer a natural and consistent stochastic quantization scheme for higher spin

fields.
-11-

In addition to the difficult ies given above the two "stochastic

vector fields" constructed are not Lorentz covariant. Although the question

concerning eovariance in stochastic field theory has not been solved yet , i t
is not out of place to consider the generalised stochastic mechanics proposed

29by Davidson . This author has shown that the diffusion constant is not

uniquely determined in Nelson's stochastic mechanics, and i t can be considered
as a free parameter. Thus one may hope to obtain a Lorentz covariant theory
by exploiting this property. In fact th is can actually be done, though at
the expense of conceptual clarity such as the need to introduce random
fict i t ious collision of part icles .

Let the Wiener processes in Davidson's generalized stochastic
mechanics be parametrized by o. Stochastic quantization of classical Proca
field { (x, t ) yields the following covariance for the ground state
stochastic vector field ¥ (it, t ) :

For the usual value a = */2 one obtains the "hybrid" field as in equation

(33b). However if a is allowed to take imaginary value, say a - HS/2,

then we obtain by analytic continuation

(37)

with e •* 0 after the evaluation of the contour integral. Except for a
factor of (-ifi) this i s the same as the re la t iv is t ic propagator function
(or time-ordered vacuum expectation value) of the free Proca field. Similarly
for a = ifi/2 the corresponding eovariance differs from the anti-time
ordered vacuum expectation value of free Proca field by a factor Hi. For
these two imaginary values of diffusion constant T (x, t ) is Lorentz
covariant and 3 * = 0. However the price one has to pay to achieve a
Lorentz covariant theory is the introduction of fict i t ious Brovnian motion
processes with imaginary diffusion constants, which do not have a clear
physical meaning. As a result the fields 1 (x, t ) with a - ±Ui/2 do not

-12-



possess a proper physical interpretation. Furthermore, from the mathematical
point of view the powerful Euclidean technique does not apply to such fields
anymore. Finally we remark that for no value of a, ejt.her -eai IT imaginary,
can one obtain a stochastic vector field that satisfies the result of iuerra
and Ruggiero.

IV STOCHASTIC SPIH-OHE MASSIVE FIELD

The discussion given in the previous section indicates that one

possible way of obtaining a consistent stochastic f i e l d theory of massive
a.

»pin-one part ic les Is t o consider f i e ld with only the three independent
components corresponding t o the three h e l l c i t y s tates of these p a r t i c l e s .

We are thus led t o consider Weinberg f i e l d which, for spin-s massive p a r t i c l e s ,

has (2s + l ) components, and no subsidiary condition needs to impose on the

f ie ld . 3 0

From group-theoretical analysis one finds for massive spin-one
particles two suitable representations— (T-, ^-representation or the ( l , 0) +
(0, l)-representation of Weinberg. In general, one can describe the
Weinberg field in the (1, 0) + (0, 1) representation by a pair of symmetric
second-rank spinors J _ and $-a« o, B " 1, 2. These spinors determine
uniquely an antisymmetric tensor of rank-tvo by the following relation:

vhere

C38b)

and a (o., I), is the 2 x 2 Paull matrices. Conversely one can
obtain the spinor fields from the antisymmetric tensor field Tmt by the
inverse relation:

-f -M»

-/»

(39a)

(39b)

-13-

The field P la assumed to be real, therefore

(Uo)

One can show that P satisfies the following fieia equations31'32

( n +*«a) fyz,+) =

- o (Ulb)

(1.1c)

The local Lagrangian density leading to the above field equations is given by:

L = Fj»
vith

*,!«;

- rm- a err* rf>]
The last term in equation vanishes If P is assumed to be anti-

symmetric a priori. The relation between

given by

P

and the Proca field J is

= -y3 (1*3)

where e y v p a is completely antisymmetric in all indices with E Q 1 2 3 • 1.

Now stochastic quantization for the spin-one massive field can be

carried out in a vay similar to that of electromagnetic' field , First

Introduce the "electric" and "magnetic" fields as follows:

-1U-



= e.J.Jkt (Mw)

(UUb)

where e, is a totally antisymmetric tensor with £.,,, » 1. (Note that our

definitions reverse the role of "elect -'c" and "magnetic" oompoents as found

in ref, 21). The dlvergeneeless condition (equation (Ulc)) implies

a
and

(M)

Equations (U5) and (U6) ensure the existence of a vector field I = (|Q, $)

such that

(Ut)

The Klein-Gordon equation Cn») gives

( D = o (50)

Equation (50) can be expressed as

Vx - O

-15-

— •—" - TW - 1

aife:..« s e t, M •

vhich Implies

J
 = y V« ,

where V(x, t) is an arbitrary Bcalar function. Similarly equation

leads to

= - w 4
(52)

Note that 7 . E £ 0 In contrast to the tnassless case. By suitable choice
of V(i, t ) the equations of motion can be expressed in the following form:

vr v ft J - 4.1 _ (53)

r o

Stochastic quantization requires E(x, t ) to be prcmoted to a
MartoT process. Again ve can consider £ as a vector-valued randan process
in • « ( E 3 ) , satisfying Ito's stochastic differential equation

( 5 5 ,

By using

(56)

equation (55) can be written in the following form:

( 5 7 )

-16-



where the vector-valued white noise Z(x, t)

covariance

h u mean zero and

(58)

As for the "magnetic" field component the stochastic form of equation (5*0

splits B{3, t) into a pair of functionals B/+j(E, x, t):

(59)

Equation (57) can be solved with the help of contraction semigroup

of equation (57) is given by

By choosing t = - ", this solution determines an unique Gaussian process

with mean zero and covariance

£
To see the relation between the stochastic field constructed above

and the corresponding Euclidean/it i s convenient to define a tensor field in

terms of E, (3c, t ) :

i* A/= u y (62)

It is not difficult to show by direct computation that F fc(i,t) so-defined

is a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance

(63)

-17-

where -2 J, k, 1, n - 1, 2, 3-

Now consider the Euclidean antisvametric tensor field F.j,(i),

1, 2, 3, *», obtained by the analytic continuation of F.. {x, t) (which

. replaces the usual relativistic field F ^ x , t ) , with

space-imaginary time. The two-point Schwinger function of the Euclidean

tensor field F.. (x) i s given by

iF,o) to real

/•if"
(6*)

with d. - 2 2»"Jk " *jk + m p J p k' J» k> 1> B

covariance in equation (£3) coincides with the space-part o f S.. , ( i . e .

with J , k, 1 , n = 1 , 2 , 3) i f we l e t x^ » t and -ft » 1. In t h i s way we

obtain an Interest ing re su l t : the stochast ic tensor f i e l d F.^ix, t) can be

ident i f i ed with the space-part of Euclidean tensor f i e l d . This resul t i s

similar t o that obtained by Guerra and Loffredo for electromagnetic f i e l d s .

Therefore we have obtained an extension of the result of Guerra and Ruggiero

for massive spin-one f i e l d .

VI. SCHE PROPERTIES OF STOCHASTIC TEHSOK FIELDS

In t h i s sect ion we shal l discuss some of the properties of the

stochast ic tensor f i e l d , comparing then witb those of Euclidean tensor f i e l d s

so as t o c lar i fy the re lat ion between them.

For convenience we denote the stochast ic tensor f i e l d P , v , J , k •

1» 2 . 3 by F,. , in order to dist inguish i t from toe Euclidean tensor f i e l d

F 1 t , J , k = 1 , 2 , 3 , h. Let K denote the underlying Hilbert space (or

"one-particle space") for P , v , which can be considered as the completion

of the real anti-symnetric tensor-valued Schwartz t e s t function space

•« ( IR )& R with respect to the inner product

where f = f,_- J, k

transform of f,., d.

1 . 2 , 3 and fJfc •

= S

0, f

JB n d

i s the Fourier
i s the Sobolev

-18-



inner product with j (p2 -no2}"1 f Let f = (f, f̂  )

t ^ ' s . .

E J ( IE )® IT be the real antisymmetric tensor test function with the time

components t^'s. . If y is the embedding f •* (f, 0 ) , then y+Py = P, where

J> ki li n = l, 2, 3, k, determines uniquely the two-

point Schvinger function S k ^ of the Euclidean tensor field F . The

Euclidean one-particle space K is then defined as the completion of

<f( 1R )® E 1 with respect to

P = ^

First we note that the Euclidean tensor field F (x) satisfies
Jk

Nelson's Markov property. This can be easily verified since the inverse

S corresponds to a local differential operator. However for the

stochastic tensor field, the inverse of the Fourier transform of its covariance

is

which in configuration space corresponds to a non-local differential operator.

Hence Kelson's Markov property does not hold for stochastic tensor fields.

This result te l ls us that both the space-part {7,,, J, k = 1, 2, 3) and the

time part (F,^, J = 1, 2, 3) are required to make the boundary Hilbert space

(i .e . "the present") large enough so that the exterior ("the future11) will

be independent of the interior ("the past"). The stochastic tensor field

has only the space-part as i ts elements^ hence the failure of Nelson's

Markov property.

By construction the stochastic tensor field is a Markov process in

time. However, i t satisfies a property stronger than this, namely the T-

positivity first introduced by Hegerfeldt . Let O denote the unitary

time-reflection operator y : (x, t) •* (x, -t) and

Denote by E+ the projection of K with support IK+ = {xe E t > 0 }.

E+ > 0. The definition given here is

slightly more general than that of Hegerfeldt since his definition is

Then T-positivity means T = E+f> E+

-19-

expressed in terms of expectational functionals, hut in general K+ = E+K

is a proper subspace of the closed linear span {exp (iF(f) |f £ K+).

To show that the stochastic tensor field is T-positive, first note

that F is reflexive. Then we have
jk

= lift1,

We remark that the stochastic tensor field offers an example where

a Gaussian field which is T-positive can be extended to a Markovian field

(Nelson's sense) by enlarging the underlying Hilbert space. Here FJk extends

to Euclidean tensor field with K + K.

Finally we remark that the above properties for the stochastic tensor

field applies also to the stochastic "electric" field since V^ - EjklEl*

the Markovian structure remains unchanged.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that one possible way to obtain a consistent stochastic

spin-one massive field is to consider only the independent field components

corresponding to spin-polarization states. Such an approach can also be

generalized to higher spin fields, a general formulation for arbitrary

integer spin would be reported elsewhere.

In our discussion we have not discussed the questions related to

the relativistic covariance of the stochastic field. Until now there is

still no sound treatment of this problem. It has been suggested that for

a proper study of the covariance problem one needs to look for a general

stochastic quantization scheme, of which Nelson's scheme is a particular

case. Different representations (each contains random processes for some

set of observables such as configurations, momenta, etc) in this general

scheme are connected by measure preserving transformation .

-20-



Generalisation of stochastic quantization to massleas fields of

arbitrary spin can also be carried in a consistent way . Hovever the more

important and interesting problem in stochastic field theory ia the con-

struction of stochastic fermion fields. Guerra et al have obtained some

interesting results in their attempt to incorporate Fermi statistics into

stochastic mechanics. The fermion oscillators are treated aa ordinary,
o

numerical valued Markov processes . A proper formulation of stochastic

fermion fields may provide gauge field theory with the powerful method of

stochastic integration suitable for mathematical control as well as numerical

treatment.

Nelson, in his recent lecture on stochastic mechanics, said that

"it is time, in March 1979, to declare this field of research to be

respectable". We hope that in the near future the sase can be said of

stochastic field theory.
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